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Abstract Symbolic Pathfinder (SPF) is a software analysis tool that combines symbolic ex-

ecution with model checking for automated test case generation and error detection in Java
bytecode programs. In SPF, programs are executed on symbolic inputs representing multiple
concrete inputs and the values of program variables are represented by expressions over those
symbolic inputs. Constraints over these expressions are generated from the analysis of different
paths through the program. The constraints are solved with off-the-shelf solvers to determine
path feasibility and to generate test inputs. SPF incorporates techniques for handling input
data structures, strings, and native calls to external libraries, as well as for solving complex
mathematical constraints. Model checking is used to explore different symbolic program executions, to systematically handle aliasing in the input data structures, and to analyze the
multithreading present in the code. We describe the tool and its application at NASA, in
academia, and in industry.
Keywords Symbolic execution · Model checking · Testing · Java

1 Introduction

Symbolic execution [15, 36] is a popular analysis technique that performs execution of a program on symbolic values rather than concrete data inputs. The technique systematically collects
input constraints along the executed program paths while computing the program effects as
algebraic expressions in terms of the symbolic values. Symbolic execution was introduced in
the 70s, but only recently it has found wider applicability in practice. This is due to recent
algorithmic advances and to the increased availability of powerful constraint solving technology and computational resources [12]. We present Symbolic Pathfinder (SPF) – a tool for
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performing symbolic execution of Java bytecode. The tool is typically used for systematic generation of test cases that achieve high testing coverage and for checking safety violations, such
as assert and concurrency errors, in programs with unspecified inputs. SPF handles inputs
and operations on booleans, integers, reals, strings, and complex data structures [33]. SPF is
tightly integrated with the Java PathFinder (JPF) model checker [32, 70]. The JPF framework
provides SPF the ability to systematically explore symbolic program paths, different thread
interleavings, as well as other forms of nondeterminism present in the code. Furthermore, SPF
incorporates specialized techniques for handling external library calls [44] and for solving complex mathematical constraints [7]. SPF is a freely available open-source project [64]. A parallel
version also exists [65].
SPF is quite general and it can be applied at different phases of software development.
However, as it is not always possible to run the whole program within the SPF’s customized
execution environment (due to sheer size, native libraries, hardware-software interaction, etc.),
SPF is most effective for unit or sub-system level testing. It is often the case that the inputs
to the unit are constrained by the environment, e.g., the calling context of a method or set
of methods representing the unit. To avoid exploration of unrealistic program paths, such
constraints would need to be incorporated in the analysis. SPF addresses this problem in
several ways. First, SPF allows symbolic execution to be started at any point in the program
and at any time during the concrete execution of a program. In other words, one can run
the program in “concrete execution mode” within SPF’s specialized Java virtual machine and
start symbolic execution based on some condition on the concrete program state. Thus, the
concrete execution of the system can be effectively used to set up the environment for the
symbolic execution of a unit in the system. Furthermore, one can analyze a unit symbolically,
while some of the parameters and the calling context of the method are kept concrete. SPF
also provides a mechanism for writing preconditions on the inputs, via annotations in the
code. Such unit preconditions help improve the precision of the unit-level symbolic analysis
by avoiding exploration of program paths that violate the constraints.
SPF has a diverse user base, both at NASA, where SPF helped uncover subtle bugs in
flight software [44], in academia, where SPF is being used and enhanced for various research
projects, and in industry; most recently SPF was used at Fujitsu to test web applications with
over 60,000 source lines of code [39, 48, 60].
There are quite a few tools available that perform symbolic execution for programs written
in modern programming languages (see Section 8). What distinguishes SPF from these tools
is its ability to handle complex symbolic inputs and multithreading, and its extensibility as
demonstrated by the many applications built on top of SPF and discussed in Section 7.

1.1 Tool Overview
A high-level overview of the tool is shown in Figure 1. SPF requires as input: (a) the class files
of an executable program, (b) a configuration file specifying which methods in the program
should be executed symbolically, and (c) properties being verified or any other coverage criteria.
The configuration can contain other options to instruct SPF to use a specific constraint solver,
treat complex data as symbolic, etc. The output of SPF is a test suite (test inputs or test
sequences) and/or the counterexamples for the failed properties.
SPF relies on the Java PathFinder model checker (jpf-core) to systematically explore the
different symbolic execution paths, as well as different thread interleavings. Furthermore, SPF
uses JPF’s built-in strategies for state space exploration, such as depth-first search or breadthfirst search. To limit the possibly infinite search space that results from symbolically executing
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Fig. 1 Symbolic Pathfinder Overview

programs with loops or recursion, a user-specified depth needs to be provided. The constraints
created during symbolic execution are solved with off-the-shelf solvers to determine path feasibility and to generate test inputs. A generic interface facilitates the integration of new solvers
and users can easily configure the symbolic execution to use any one of the supported solvers.
Preconditions specified with user annotations on methods’ inputs are leveraged to reduce the
input data domains and to only generate test inputs that satisfy the preconditions.

1.2 Outline
The rest of this article is organized as follows. In the next section we give some background
on symbolic execution. In Section 3 we describe the overall JPF framework and in Section 4
we describe in detail elements of SPF. Sections 5 and 6 provide an in-depth description of
two recently developed techniques that further distinguish SPF from other symbolic execution tools: handling of native calls (through mixed concrete-symbolic solving) and symbolic
string analysis. Section 7 describes some novel analyses that have been built by using SPF,
demonstrating its usability and extensibility. A comparison with related tools is provided in
Section 8 and Section 9 gives conclusions and future work.

2 Symbolic Execution

Symbolic execution [15, 36] is a program analysis technique that uses symbolic values as program inputs and symbolic expressions to represent the values of program variables. As a result,
the outputs computed by a program are expressed as a function of the symbolic inputs. The
state of a symbolically executed program includes the (symbolic) values of program variables,
a path condition (P C ), and a program counter. The P C is a conjunction of constraints over
symbolic expressions that encodes the conditions on the input to follow a path through the
program. The path associated with a P C can be executed concretely using input values that
satisfy the constraints in the P C . The paths generated during the symbolic execution of a
program are characterized by a symbolic execution tree.
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int x, y;
[1] if (x > y)
[2]
result = x - y;
[3] else
[4]
result = y - x;
[5] assert (result > 0);

x: Sym x , y: Sym y
PC : true

[1]

[1]

x: Sym x , y: Sym y
PC : Sym x > Sym y

x: Sym x , y: Sym y
PC : Sym x ≤ Sym y

[2]

[4]

x: Sym x , y: Sym y
result: Sym x − Sym y
PC : Sym x > Sym y

x: Sym x , y: Sym y
result: Sym y − Sym x
PC : Sym x ≤ Sym y

[5]

[5]

[5]

[5]

x: Sym x , y: Sym y
result: Sym x − Sym y
PC : Sym x > Sym y
∧ Sym x − Sym y > 0

x: Sym x , y: Sym y
result: Sym x − Sym y
PC : Sym x > Sym y
∧ Sym x − Sym y ≤ 0

x: Sym x , y: Sym y
result: Sym y − Sym x
PC : Sym x ≤ Sym y
∧ Sym y − Sym x > 0

x: Sym x , y: Sym y
result: Sym y − Sym x
PC : Sym x ≤ Sym y
∧ Sym y − Sym x ≤ 0

Path 1

FALSE!

Path 2

Path 3

Fig. 2 Example for symbolic execution (top left) and corresponding execution tree (right).

As an illustrative example [44], consider the code in Figure 2 (top left) that computes the
absolute difference between two input integers x and y. The standard, concrete execution of
the program will follow only one path through the code, based on the values of x and y. Given
the values x=2 and y=1, the true branch of the if statement at line [1] is executed, and in
turn the assertion is not violated.
Symbolic execution starts with symbolic, rather than concrete, input values, x = Symx ,
y = Symy , and sets the initial value of P C as true. The corresponding (simplified) execution
tree is shown in Figure 2 (right). At each branch point, P C is updated with constraints on the
inputs in order to choose between alternative paths. For example, after executing line [1] in
the code, both alternatives of the if statement are possible, and P C is updated accordingly
with the two different possibilities. When the path condition is unsatisfiable it becomes “false”,
which means that the corresponding path is infeasible. Symbolic execution does not continue
further along an infeasible path.
For our example, symbolic execution explores three different feasible paths, with the following path conditions (see Figure 2 (right)):
– P C1 : Symx > Symy ∧ Symx − Symy > 0 for Path 1,
– P C2 : Symx ≤ Symy ∧ Symy − Symx > 0 for Path 2,
– P C3 : Symx ≤ Symy ∧ Symy − Symx ≤ 0 for Path 3.

Furthermore, P C3 characterizes the concrete program executions that violate the assertion. This demonstrates that the code has an unstated precondition, namely that x 6= y . For
test input generation, the obtained path conditions are solved using off-the-shelf decision procedures and the solutions are used as test inputs that are guaranteed to exercise all the paths
through this code.
3 Java PathFinder

Java Pathfinder (JPF or JPF-core) [32] is an extensible run-time environment for verification
of Java bytecode, i.e., compiled Java programs. JPF-core is available as the jpf-core project
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Fig. 3 JPF’s high-level structure.

from the JPF distribution [32]. JPF has been under development at the NASA Ames Research
Center since 1999 and was open-sourced in 2005. Currently, JPF has an active user and
developer base in academia, industry, and government agencies and labs. JPF was originally
developed as a concrete-value, explicit-state software model checker for concurrent programs.
Over the past few years, however, JPF has evolved into a extensible Java analysis framework
for developing and exploring different verification techniques and application domains.
The inputs to JPF are: the class files (Java bytecode) for a system under test and a set
of configuration text files which specify the desired JPF execution mode, program properties
to verify, and artifacts to generate. The verification artifacts produced are usually reports in
various formats.
An important feature of JPF is its extensibility that allows implementation of new execution modes, program property checks, report formats and user interfaces as run-timeconfigurable plugin modules (see Figure 3). Due to its origins as a software model checker,
the core of JPF implements a Java Virtual Machine (JVM) that supports backtracking, state
matching, and nondeterminism in both data and scheduling decisions. JPF constructs the
program state space on-the-fly during the execution of the program in the special virtual machine. A transition in the state space is a sequence of bytecode instructions executed by a
single thread, where the first instruction in the sequence represents a nondeterministic choice
corresponding to a thread context switch. At every transition boundary, JPF saves the current JVM state (the program state) in a serialized form for the purpose of backtracking and
state matching. Changes of the JVM state are performed inside the interpreter of bytecode
instructions, which is also a part of JPF.
The following extension mechanisms of JPF are particularly relevant for SPF:
–
–
–
–
–

Choice Generators – state space branch points used to generate choices,
Instruction Factories – instruction set semantics,
Attribute Objects – metadata associated with concrete values and objects,
Native Peers – library abstractions,
Listeners – execution monitoring.

Some of these mechanisms had been extended specifically to support SPF. The attribute
objects are used to store and propagate symbolic information while the instruction factories
provide the ability to replace the standard execution semantics with a symbolic semantics.
These mechanisms have now become sufficiently general to facilitate other applications as
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well, e.g. to keep track of physical dimensions and numeric error bounds or to perform taint
analysis. The remainder of this section contains general descriptions for each of these constructs
and mechanisms. Section 4 explains their concrete use within our SPF tool.

3.1 Choice Generators
JPF uses a generic model of the program state space consisting of States, Choices and Transitions. States are restorable snapshots of a program execution along a particular path. The
snapshot contains the heap of the program, its current program location, current state of the
various threads (running, waiting, blocked etc.), and the operand stacks of the corresponding
threads. Note that in a sequential program there is only a single thread and operand stack.
Choices are the discriminating execution contexts for possible executions leading out of a state,
such as the choice of which thread to run next. Transitions are the sequence of executed instructions between two states, starting with a specific choice value and ending in an operation
that constitutes the next choice.
JPF captures state space branch points in dedicated ChoiceGenerator objects, which keep
track of the choice set for backtracking purposes. Typical examples of choices are threads
representing different scheduling sequences and numeric values representing random numbers,
which are both handled in core JPF. However, extensions can introduce their own choice types
such as user input, or – as in SPF – branch condition values.

3.2 Instruction Factories
The standard Java Virtual Machine specification defines a set of bytecode instructions for
operations such as invoking methods, accessing fields and pushing or popping values from the
operand stack. JPF represents each of these bytecodes by a dedicated Instruction class that
provides a specific execute() method defining its respective execution semantics. Each method
that is loaded by JPF internally stores the associated code as an array of Instruction objects,
which are created from the bytecodes read from the corresponding class file.
JPF instantiates such Instruction objects by means of an abstract InstructionFactory, i.e.,
it does not assume a particular implementation and imposes very few constraints about such
execution semantics. The concrete InstructionFactory that implements the Java execution
semantics can be overridden by JPF extensions. The JPF core distribution contains an implementation of the standard Java stack machine instruction set that operates on concrete values
of operands, local variables and object fields. Alternative instruction sets can provide different
execution semantics by means of overriding the execute() methods in their implementation of
Instruction classes.

3.3 Attribute Objects
In addition to storing concrete values of operands, local variables, and fields according to
the JVM specification, JPF provides a mechanism to attach extra information (metadata) to
program data by means of Attribute Objects (see Figure 4).
Whenever a bytecode instruction transfers a concrete value between operands, local variables and fields, the associated attribute object reference is automatically copied by JPF, i.e.
the attribute follows the value. If JPF backtracks to a previous state, attribute references are
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Fig. 4 JPF Attributes.

restored. Because of these features, attributes are suitable for analyzing data flow and keeping
track of information such as symbolic values – as in the case of SPF.
In addition, attribute objects can also be set and queried for JPF-specific constructs such
as ChoiceGenerators and heap objects. All constructs that can have attributes provide a
consistent API to set, add and query attributes based on their type, enabling coexistence of
extensions that use this mechanism for different purposes.

3.4 Native Peers and the Model Java Interface
Native Peers are companion classes that can be used to execute certain methods of the system

under test on the host Java Virtual Machine (JVM) instead of JPF. Each time JPF loads
a system under test class, it uses the package and class name to locate a corresponding NativePeer. If such a class is found, JPF identifies potential peer methods by means of their
modifiers and signatures.
In analogy to the standard Java Native Interface (JNI), the related JPF mechanism is called
the Model Java Interface (MJI). In contrast to JNI, MJI allows interception of all methods,
including constructors and static initialization. MJI is therefore a suitable mechanism for
library abstraction. NativePeer classes are also the preferred way to handle native, platform
specific Java methods such as file I/O, which cannot be directly executed by JPF and hence
would result in UnsatisfiedLinkErrors at run-time.
When a respective method is called during system under test execution, JPF uses standard
Java reflection to invoke the associated peer method, passing in an additional MJIEnv argument
that allows the peer method code to access JPF internal data and functions.
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3.5 Listeners
Listeners are JPF plugins that can monitor and control JPF’s internal operations. Both the
JVM and the Search object maintain their own sets of listeners and notify each listener instance of events such as instruction execution, thread context switches, object allocation,
state backtracking, and many more. The JPF listener mechanism is an instance of the Publisher/Subscriber design pattern.
Listeners can query the program state and control JPF accordingly, for instance by registering ChoiceGenerators or detecting property violations. Consequently, listeners are often
used to implement high level property checks or to set object attributes.

4 Symbolic PathFinder

Symbolic PathFinder (SPF) is an extension project in JPF and it is available as the project
jpf-symbc from the JPF distribution [32]. SPF replaces the standard concrete bytecode interpretation of JPF-core with a non-standard symbolic interpretation using an instruction
factory. The symbolic information is stored in attributes associated with program data and is
propagated as needed during symbolic execution (see Section 3.3). Furthermore, SPF uses JPF
to systematically generate and execute the symbolic execution tree of the code under analysis
and also to handle multithreading. SPF uses a variety of off-the-shelf decision procedures and
constraint solvers to solve the constraints generated by the symbolic execution of bytecode
programs.
Choice generators are used to implement nondeterministic choices when symbolically executing branching conditions, and listeners are used for printing the results of the symbolic
analysis. SPF also uses native peers for modeling native libraries. Recent work, [45], implements an alternative way for executing native libraries, without modeling them. We describe
this technique in detail in Section 5. In this section, we describe the basic features of SPF and
present several illustrative examples.

4.1 An Instruction Factory for Symbolic Execution of Bytecodes
As described in Section 3.2, JPF analyzes an input Java program (i.e. a set of class files) by interpreting the Java bytecodes in a customized Virtual Machine. It also provides a mechanism to
extend execution semantics of the bytecode (recall Figure 3). JPF uses an InstructionFactory
to instantiate its Instruction objects. In order to perform symbolic execution, SPF implements a SymbolicInstructionFactory that creates instances of instructions for the symbolic
interpretation of Java bytecodes (see Figure 5). The new symbolic Instruction classes in the
SymbolicInstructionFactory inherit from JPF-core’s DefaultInstructionFactory. The symbolic instructions classes conditionally add new functionality required for symbolic execution
(e.g., in case the operands are symbolic), otherwise (e.g., in case the operands are concrete)
they just delegate execution to their concrete super classes. This enables simultaneous concrete
and symbolic execution modes.
As an example, JPF’s standard execution of the ifeq bytecode pops a condition value from
the operand stack and branches (or not) based on that value. The SPF implementation of
the same bytecode ignores the condition value on the operand stack when it is symbolic, and
instead uses a ChoiceGenerator to produce condition values that explore both branches. See
Section 4.3 for more details and Section 4.9 for some longer examples.
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Fig. 5 Symbolic Instruction Factory replacing Default Instruction Factory.

4.2 Symbolic Data Attributes
As described in Section 3.3, JPF can associate data attribute objects to storage entities such
as values of operands, values of local variables, and values of fields. SPF uses these attributes
to store the symbolic expressions computed during symbolic execution. The attributes are
created or accessed in bytecode instructions via accessors (e.g., methods setAttr, getAttr).
Attribute manipulation is mainly done inside of the JPF-core, within the various operations
that modify and store the program states. Therefore, to implement symbolic execution, SPF
only overrides instruction classes that create or modify symbolic information, such as instructions that perform numeric operations, compare-and-branch, and type conversion operations.
Other bytecode instructions that simply retrieve or store values remained unchanged, since
the attributes are propagated by JPF-core.

4.3 Handling Branching Conditions
The symbolic execution of conditional branch statements involves creating two choices in JPF.
The two choices consist of adding the decision predicate in the branch statement and its negation respectively to the path condition in each choice. In order to generate these two choices,
we implemented a new choice generator (PCChoiceGenerator) that branches the execution inside JPF. A path condition is associated with each choice generated by PCChoiceGenerator;
the path condition is checked for satisfiability using a decision procedure or a constraint solver.
If the path condition becomes un-satisfiable, JPF is automatically instructed to backtrack.

4.4 Multithreading, State matching, Loops and Recursion
Our framework performs an inter-procedural symbolic analysis by using JPF to systematically
generate and explore the symbolic execution tree of the analyzed program. JPF is also used to
systematically analyze all the possible thread interleavings and other forms of nondeterminism
that might be present in the code. SPF takes advantage of JPF’s built-in mechanisms for
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combating state explosion, such as partial order and symmetry reductions. By default SPF is
run with state matching turned “off”. To limit the possibly infinite (symbolic) search state
space that results from analyzing programs with loops or recursion, the user needs to provide
a limit on the model checker’s search depth or on the number of constraints encoded in the
path condition.
When run with state matching “on”, SPF explores an underapproximation of the program
behavior, since, by default, the attributes used to store symbolic values do not participate in
the matching. SPF also provides some support for abstract state matching, where only the
shape of the program heap is used for matching. Note that in this case the symbolic state space
explored by SPF forms a graph rather than a tree. Other kinds of abstract state matching
can be written by over-riding JPF’s default serialization mechanism. Extending SPF with full
support for state matching would require subsumption checking between symbolic states [2];
this and more sophisticated handling of loops [43] is planned for future work.
4.5 Decision Procedures and Constraint Solvers
SPF uses multiple decision procedures and constraint solvers through a generic interface, which
provides generic operations for building symbolic expressions and constraints and for solving
them. Currently, SPF supports: the CVC3 [5] and Yices [75] Satisfiability Modulo Theories
solvers, the Choco [66] and CORAL [63] solver for handling mixed integer-real constraints, and
the interval arithmetic solver IASolver [30]. Adding support for additional constraint solvers
such as HAMPI [35] and Z3 [42] is work in progress. SPF also implements constraint simplification and caching via a new recent extension (described in Section 7). While some of the
existing decision procedures support incremental solving, SPF does not currently implement
this feature.
4.6 Handling Input Data Structures
SPF uses lazy initialization [33] to handle unbounded input data structures. The execution
starts on data structures with uninitialized fields and it initializes them lazily, when the fields
are first accessed. A field of class T is initialized nondeterministically to (1) null, (2) a reference to a new instance of class T with uninitialized fields, or (3) a reference to an object
of type T created during a prior field initialization; this systematically treats aliasing. The
HeapChoiceGenerator is used to generate the choices. We have recently extended SPF to provide support for polymorphism. Step (2) above is replaced with nondeterministically assigning
new instances of class T and of all the classes that inherit from T . Similarly, step (3) is replaced
with assigning previously created objects to class T and objects from classes that inherit from
T . Once the field has been initialized, the execution proceeds according to the concrete (nonsymbolic) execution semantics. The model checker systematically handles the nondeterminism
introduced when creating different heap configurations and when updating path conditions.
SPF also offers support for fixed-size input arrays of primitive types; extended support for
reference types is work in progress.
4.7 Handling Math Functions
SPF uses the MJI mechanism to model native libraries and other program parts that cannot
be analyzed directly with symbolic execution. For an alternative technique see Section 5. SPF
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public class IADD extends Instruction{
...
public Instruction
execute (... ThreadInfo th) {
[1]
int v1 = th.pop();
[2]
int v2 = th.pop();
[3]
th.push(v1 + v2, ...);
[4]
return getNext(th);
}
}
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public class IADD extends ....bytecode.IADD{
...
public Instruction
execute (... ThreadInfo th){
[1]
IntegerExpression sym_v1, sym_v2;
[2]
sym_v1 = ... .getOperandAttr(0);
[3]
sym_v2 = ... .getOperandAttr(1);
[4]
if (sym_v1 == null && sym_v2 == null)
// both values are concrete
[5]
return super.execute(ss, ks, th);
[6]
else {
[7]
int v1 = th.pop();
[8]
int v2 = th.pop();
...
[9]
th.push(0, ...); // ignore concrete val
[10]
IntegerExpression result =
IntegerExpression._plus(sym_v1,sym_v2);
[11]
... .setOperandAttr(result);
[12]
return getNext(th);
} } }

Fig. 6 Concrete (left) and symbolic (right) execution for the IADD bytecode.

also reuses JPF’s large base of models for core libraries. Furthermore, SPF incorporates native
peers to capture the calls to the java.lang.Math libraries and uses these calls to build complex
mathematical constraints that can be handled by an appropriate constraint solver, such as
CORAL. For example when Math.sin is called with a symbolic argument X, the method is not
actually executed inside SPF, but rather a symbolic expression sin(X) is created, which can
later appear in the symbolic expressions and path conditions built by the analysis. The same
mechanism is also used for capturing String operations (see Section 6).

4.8 Symbolic Listeners
The listeners gather and display information about the path conditions generated during
the symbolic execution. They generate test cases and test sequences in various user-defined
formats. There are two listeners that display information about the execution:
– the SymbolicListener shows the computed path conditions and also the computed test

cases – test inputs and expected return – (in text and HTML format), while
– the SymbolicSequenceListener shows test sequences (i.e. sequences of method calls), for

each path condition encountered.

4.9 Examples
We illustrate symbolic execution of bytecodes with two examples. Let us first consider the IADD
bytecode that performs addition of two integers. The code in Figure 6 (left) shows the default
JPF class that implements the concrete interpretation of the bytecode: the first two values on
the operand stack are popped (lines [1] and [2]), the two values are added, and the result of
the addition is pushed back on the stack (line [3]). JPF is then instructed to execute the next
bytecode (line [4]). Figure 6 (right) shows a simplified version of the code that implements
semantics for the “symbolic” counterpart. The class IntegerExpression implements symbolic
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public class IFGE extends Instruction{
public Instruction
execute (... ThreadInfo th) {
[1]
condition = (th.pop() >= 0);
[2]
if (condition)
[3]
next=getTarget();
[4]
else
[5]
next=getNext(th);
[6]
return next;
}
}

Corina S. Păsăreanu et al.
public class IFGE extends ....bytecode.IFGE{
public Instruction
execute (... ThreadInfo th) {
IntegerExpression sym_v;
PCChoiceGenerator cg;
[1] sym_v = ... .getOperandAttr();
[2] if(sym_v == null)
[3]
// the condition is concrete
[4]
return super.execute(... th);
[5] else {
// the condition is symbolic
[6]
cg = new PCChoiceGenerator(2);
...
[7]
condition=cg.getNextChoice()==0?false:true;
[8]
th.pop();
[9]
if (condition) {
[10]
pc._add_GE(sym_v, 0);
[11]
next = getTarget();
}
[12]
else {
[13]
pc._add_LT(sym_v, 0);
[14]
next = getNext(th);
}
[15]
if(!pc.isSatisfiable())
[16]
... // instruct JPF to backtrack
[17]
else
[18]
cg.setCurrentPC(pc);
[19]
return next;
} } }

Fig. 7 Concrete (left) and symbolic (right) execution for the IFGE bytecode.

integer expressions; a similar class, RealExpression, implements symbolic real expressions.
SPF path conditions are built from these expression classes (among others).
Recall that the symbolic information is propagated via attributes. The execute method first
checks if the attributes associated with the two operands are null. Null values for the operands
indicate that the operands are concrete and the execution follows according to standard execution semantics (line [5]). Otherwise, if at least one of the operands is symbolic, then the
result also becomes symbolic, and this is recorded in the result attribute that is pushed on
the stack. Method plus builds a new symbolic expression that represents the addition of its
parameters. The attribute of the result is set to this new symbolic expression (line [11]). Since
the result becomes symbolic, its concrete value does not matter as by default we use no state
matching, so we set it to 0 (line [9]).
We illustrate the use of choice generators in the symbolic execution of branching conditions
with the IFGE bytecode. The code in Figure 7 (left) shows the concrete interpretation of the
bytecode: the first popped value from the stack is compared with 0 to compute the associated
condition. This condition determines the next instruction to be executed.
In symbolic execution (Figure 7 (right)), the concrete condition is no longer used to exclusively choose between program branches. Instead we create a choice generator (line [6])
that introduces a nondeterministic choice (line [7]) that allows both execution branches to
be considered. For each branch, the path condition is updated with the symbolic condition
(line [10]) and its negation (line [13]) respectively. The isSatisfiable method uses a decision
procedure to check if the path condition is satisfiable or not. In the latter case, JPF backtracks
(line [16]).
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Fig. 8 Screenshot of an application file (.jpf) in SPF used to execute symbolic execution on a Java program
within the Eclipse IDE.

4.10 Experience
The Java Pathfinder toolkit sources are Mercurial repositories within the
http://babelfish.arc.nasa.gov/hg/jpf directory that provides anonymous public read access.
Running SPF requires getting the jpf-core and jpf-symbc projects from the repository at the
above address. The project jpf-core is a pure Java 6 application with no specific platform
requirements, while jpf-symbc is written in Java but needs different off-the-shelf constraint
solvers, that may have different platform requirements. Where possible we provide binaries of
the constraint solvers for some of the commonly used platforms.
JPF-core and SPF can be run from within an IDE (integrated development environment),
such as Eclipse or NetBeans. Figure 8 shows a screenshot of a JPF Eclipse plugin being used
to run an application configuration file (.jpf). For the example in Figure 8, the configuration
file contains the class name of the Java program which is being analyzed (target), the path
to the directory that contains the compiled class files of the Java program (classpath), the
path that contains the sources of the Java program (sourcepath), the name of the method
to be symbolically executed (symbolic.method), the parameters in the symbolic method that
are to be executed symbolically (symbolic.method(sym#sym)), the listener to gather infor-
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VecDeadlock0
VecDeadlock1
VecRace

Error Type
Deadlock
Deadlock
Race

LOC
7267
7169
7151

States
1370
2948
3120

Time (sec)
4.56
6.89
7.98

Memory (MB)
66
69
65

Table 1 SPF Results for Finding Concurrency Errors

mation about the path conditions and test cases generated (listener), and finally turning off
state matching (vm.storage.class). The application configuration file can also be run from the
command line or using a NetBean plugin.
SPF has been applied at NASA in various projects including test case generation for the
Orion control software [44], fault tolerant protocols, aviation software, and robot executives.
SPF has been extended by Fujitsu, where it is being used for testing web applications. MIT’s
tool JFuzz [31], a concolic white-box fuzzer for Java, is built on top of SPF and is freely
available from the JPF web site. See Section 7 for a description of other analyses and projects
that are built on top of SPF.
SPF can analyze both Java bytecode and statechart models, e.g., Simulink/Stateflow,
Standard UML, and Rhapsody UML. The statechart models are automatically translated into
Java bytecode using the Polyglot tool [3]. We are currently using SPF for the analysis of modelbased NASA software composed of multiple interactive components; SPF has generated test
sequences that uncovered problems in the interaction between Ares and Orion models [4]. We
have also used the tool for the analysis and testing of the JPL MER Arbiter [3].
We present here some recent results on running SPF for finding concurrency errors with
guided heuristics [52] and for generating test sequences for the examples from [65]. In addition
we show some results for running SPF with increasing analysis depth, which is a typical
scenario for using the tool.
Table 1 shows the number of states explored and the resources consumed (time and memory) for detecting two deadlocks and a race-condition in the Vector class in the JDK 1.4 library,
using a total of three threads. These results demonstrate SPF’s capability of analyzing small
multithreaded programs with respect to deadlocks and data races. Other properties, such as
the absence of assert violations or program specifications written as automata monitors and
temporal logic (supported in some experimental JPF extensions), are also handled.
Table 2 gives the results of running SPF for six examples [65]. The first two systems,
an Altitude Switch (ASW) and a Wheel Brake system (WBS) are two synchronous reactive
systems from the avionics and automotive domains, respectively. They were both developed in
Simulink and later translated to Java. The other four Java data structures are freely available
with the JPF distribution and they are commonly used in conjunction with JPF. In our
experiments, we performed analysis and test generation for these data structures by exploring
all possible sequences of input operations up to a finite length, as specified in the Java test
driver that we built for each example. We put a limit on sequence length as shown in the table;
this number was chosen to allow SPF to run for a reasonably long but still feasible analysis
time, and to complete using 1 GB of memory. Random depth first search was used as a search
strategy. The results (as shown in the table) indicate that the time for performing symbolic
execution increases quickly with the sequence size. A parallel version of SPF [65] attains close
to linear speedup for the same set of examples.
Finally, Table 3 displays the results for running SPF with iterative deepening for three
examples, including two larger ones. Mer Arbiter models a component of the flight software
for NASA JPLs Mars Exploration Rovers (MER). The analyzed software consists of a Resource Arbiter and several user components. Each user serves one specific application, such
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System
ASW
WBS
BinHeap
BinTree
FibHeap
TreeMap

Classes
15
1
2
2
2
2

LOC
425
231
268
115
258
447

Seq. Length
2
5
6
6
7
7

Time (min:sec)
7:57
10:22
9:26
117:34
47:16
47:33

Table 2 SPF Results for Test Sequence Generation

System
WBS

Classes
1

LOC
231

Mer Arbiter

268

4.6 K

Apollo

54

2.6 K

Depth
25
30
25
30
35
10
12

States
349272
644184
17103
33273
35359
674
2243

Time (sec)
20
37
47
92
102
195
1033

Memory (MB)
242
214
413
413
292
421
390

Table 3 SPF with Iterative Deepening

as imaging, controlling the robot arm, communicating with earth, and driving. The arbiter
module moderates access to several shared resources. It prevents potential conflicts between
resource requests coming from different users and it enforces priorities. Mer Arbiter has been
modeled in Simulink/Stateflow and it was automatically translated into Java using the Polyglot framework [3]. The configuration for our analysis involved two users and five resources.
The example has 268 classes, 553 methods, 4697 lines of code (including the Java Polyglot
execution framework).
The Apollo Lunar Autopilot is a Simulink model that was automatically translated to Java,
resulting in 2.6 KLOC in 54 classes. The model is available from MathWorks. It contains both
Simulink blocks and Stateflow diagrams and makes use of complex mathematical functions
(e.g. Math.sqrt). The code has been analyzed using Symbolic PathFinder together with the
Coral solver for solving complex, non-linear constraints (see Section 7).
In the experiments reported here SPF was run with two different search depths, as specified
in the JPF configuration file. The experiments mimic a typical use of symbolic execution tools
such as SPF, which are usually run in an iterative deepening mode, to achieve the desired
code coverage or to discover the errors that might be present in the code. We note that the
results from previous iterations could in principle be reused at the current depth (we do not
report on it here). For some recent work on reusing the information during iterative deepening
and other incremental analyses in the context of SPF see [74].
Table 3 shows the time and memory consumed when running SPF. We note that, as
expected, the time cost is larger for increased depths. However the memory cost for symbolic
execution at the larger depth can be smaller. To understand this observation we ran SPF
several times with the same configuration and we found that the reported memory cost varies
a lot. We conjectured that this depends on how the underlying garbage collection works and
that comparison of the memory cost (as shown in the table) is not very meaningful. On the
other hand, in terms of space cost, a comparison based on number of states seems to make
more sense. Indeed a larger number of states is explored with increasing depth, as expected.
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4.11 Discussion
In this section we have provided an overview of Symbolic PathFinder. The tool uses a combination of symbolic execution, model checking and constraint solving to perform a systematic
analysis of Java programs with unspecified inputs, up to a prescribed search depth. The tool
handles inputs of reference and primitive types. Furthermore, the tool relies on JPF for the
efficient analysis of multithreading. SPF uses models and also more sophisticated techniques
(see next sections) for handling external and complex mathematical libraries. The tool can
be used for automated test case generation and for the detection of software errors (assert
violations, run-time errors, races, deadlocks, etc.). The tool currently provides only partial
support for input arrays and a rather simple treatment of loops. Addressing these limitations
together with other on-going challenges to symbolic execution, such as path explosion in the
presence of concurrency and adding even more support for complex mathematical calculations
and external function calls are the subject of current and future work.
The most important engineering decision was to build SPF tightly integrated with JPFcore. This enabled us to take advantage of the large code base in the core for the efficient
systematic analysis of multithreaded Java bytecode. The symbolic information is stored in
attributes associated with, but separated from, the program data, enabling a mixed symbolicconcrete execution mode. We note that in our previous tool, JPF–SE [1], symbolic execution
was performed by program instrumentation, which incurred significant interpretation overhead, as compared with the attribute based implementation, and was not fully automated.
Finally, we also mentioned that we have a generic interface for integrating different constraint
solvers. This interface is designed to take advantage of the plethora of solvers that are becoming
available, and it facilitates easy extension with new solvers.
5 Mixed Concrete-Symbolic Solving

Symbolic execution may fail due to inherent incompleteness in decision procedures and its
inability to handle external library calls. So far, we have discussed how SPF addresses theses
limitations by using the MJI mechanism to model external libraries or to capture the calls to
Mathematical functions to build complex constraints that can be solved with Choco or CORAL
(see Section 7 for a description of heuristic solving with CORAL). In this section we describe
an alternative approach that does not rely on MJI and addresses limitations arising from the
incomplete nature of decision procedures and native calls; for additional details see [45].
The approach performs satisfiability checking with mixed concrete-symbolic solving and it applies to “pure” (side-effect free) external function calls. Similar to dynamic symbolic execution
techniques, such as DART [25], we use concrete values to simplify constraints that can not
be handled by the decision procedure directly. However, unlike DART, we do not use the
run-time values of program variables, but instead we use the concrete solutions of the solvable
constraints in the current path condition. As a result our technique can be more powerful than
DART, i.e. it can obtain full path coverage where DART fails (e.g. on the example in the next
section). We note however that, in fact the two techniques are incomparable in power, and
provide more discussion on DART and related tools in Section 8. The mixed concrete-symbolic
solving consists of two main ingredients:
– use of uninterpreted functions to represent calls to unknown or complex functions during

symbolic execution and
– the delayed execution of these functions, based on the values obtained by solving the “simple”, solvable constraints in the path condition (simplePC).
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@Concrete("true")
@Partition({"x>3.0","x<=3.0"})
double hash(double x) {...}
void test(int x, int y) {
[1]
if (x > 0) {
[2]
if (y == hash(x))
[3]
S0;
[4]
else
[5]
S1;
[6]
if (x > 3 && y > 10)
[7]
//if (y > 10)
[8]
S3;
[9]
else
[10]
S4;
}
}

x: X, y: Y
PC: true
PC: X>0
Solve x>0
hash(1)=10
check x>0 & y=10
PC: X>0
& Y=hash(X)
Solve: x>3 & y>10
hash(4)=40
check:
x>3 & y>10 & y=40
PC: X>3 & Y>10
& Y=hash(X)

PC: X<=0

PC: X>0
& Y!=hash(X)

S0

S1

PC: X>0 & X<=3 PC: X>3 & Y>10 PC: X>0 & X<=3 PC:X>3 & Y<=10
& Y=hash(X)
& Y!=hash(X)
& Y!=hash(X)
& Y!=hash(X)

S3

S4

S3

S4

S4

Fig. 9 Example illustrating mixed concrete-symbolic solving.

The results returned from the delayed execution of the external functions are used to build
a new set of simplified constraints that are solved again, using an off-the-shelf solver, hence
the name “mixed concrete-symbolic solving”. If the new constraints are satisfiable, then the
original PC is also satisfiable, and the symbolic execution continues on that path; otherwise it
backtracks. Note that in the latter case, it may happen that the original constraints are indeed
satisfiable, but our method failed to detect that. In other words, our method is incomplete,
similar to related approaches [11, 25].
We address the incompleteness through three heuristics that attempt to “force” the solver
to generate more solutions from simplePC and increase the chances of finding a solution for
the simplified complex part of PC.
– The first heuristic uses incremental solving to generate multiple solutions for simplePC.

These solutions are then used to execute the external functions and perform iterative
mixed concrete-symbolic solving (up to a user specified limit).
– The second heuristic leverages user annotations that partition the domains of the uninterpreted functions into subsets that are deemed interesting by the user. Such partitions
can be simple abstractions (e.g. partition the inputs between positive and negative values)
or they can come from some form of black-box analysis of the external functions. The
extra constraints are systematically added to the current PC and mixed concrete-symbolic
solving is called for each newly obtained PC.
– The third heuristic simply uses random values for all the inputs that are unconstrained in
the path condition.
5.1 Example
Figure 9 (left) shows a simple program taken from [45] using Java-like syntax. We analyze
method test that invokes another method hash. Assume that hash is a complex mathematical
function that our off-the-shelf constraint solver can not handle or a function whose code is
simply unavailable for analysis (e.g. native method in Java). For illustrative purposes, let us
assume that hash(x) = 10 ∗ x, for 0 ≤ x ≤ 10 and 0 otherwise. “S0”, “S1”, “S3” and “S4”
denote statements that we wish to cover with our automated testing techniques (their exact
content does not matter here).
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void test(int x, int y) {
if(x>=0 && x>y && y==x*x)
S0;
else
S1;
}

Fig. 10 Example illustrating potential for unsoundness.

The path condition P C to reach the execution of “S0” at line #4 has the value X>0 &
Y=hash(X), where X and Y denote the two input symbolic values for method test. We use
upper case letters to denote the symbolic representation of the equivalent variables defined in
lower case letters. Normally symbolic execution would get stuck given our assumption that the
constraint solver cannot handle hash directly so it cannot generate two values for the inputs x
and y that drive the execution of test through the then branch of the conditional at line #3.
For example, in Figure 9(right), in order to execute the path corresponding to “S0, S3”, we
need to decide if P C : X>0 & Y=hash(X) is satisfiable.
With our technique, we first split P C into simplePC : X>0 and complexPC : Y=hash(X) and
solve simplePC . The obtained solution X=1 is used to compute hash(1)=10 and to simplify
complexPC into Y=10. This constraint is conjoined back with simplePC and the result is newP C :
X>0 & Y=10 which is satisfiable (more constraints are added to ensure soundness as discussed
in the next section).
Similarly, the second P C along the path “S0, S3” is P C : X>0 & X>3 & Y>10 & Y=hash(X),
which is equivalent to P C : X>3 & Y>10 & Y=hash(X). Our mixed concrete-symbolic solving
technique will first solve simplePC : X>3 & Y>10, it will use solution X=4 to compute hash(4)=40
and will then solve again the simplified constraints newP C : X>3 & Y>10 & Y=40. Our mixed
solving approach can cover all the paths through the code.
Assume now that in the code of Figure 9(left), we replace line #6 with line #7. Then it
becomes harder to cover the paths through test. Our technique will not be able to cover
that path, since it does not have enough information in simplePC to decide the satisfiability
of the overall P C . To overcome the problem, we developed some simple heuristics that allow
us to cover “S0, S3” as well. The first heuristic uses iterative solving to generate multiple
solutions for the simplePC : X>0 & Y>10 and then uses these solutions to repeatedly concretize
hash and to perform mixed concrete-symbolic solving. Thus, after running for two iterations,
solution X=2 is found and this is good enough for making X>0 & Y>10 & Y=hash(X) true, since
Y=hash(2)=20 and X>0 & Y>10 & Y=20 is satisfiable.
The second heuristic uses extra constraints provided by the user via a @Partition annotation to help finding solutions (see Figure 9(left) that defines two partitions on the input: X>3
and X<=3). For the example, applying the heuristic results in adding the constraints describing
the partitions to P C . As a result, we obtain two new path conditions: P C & X>3 and P C &
X<=3 and we apply mixed concrete-symbolic solving for each resulting path condition. The new
constraint P C & X>3 is equivalent to X>0 & Y=hash(X) & Y>10 & X>3, for which we can find a
solution so we stop.

5.2 Potential for Unsoundness
The example in Figure 10 illustrates the need for additional equality constraints to ensure the
soundness of our method. Soundness here means that path conditions reported to be satisfiable
should indeed have at least one solution. The path condition corresponding to the execution
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of “S0” is X>=0 & X>Y & Y=X*X. Note however that “S0” is unreachable, i.e. the path condition
is not satisfiable. If we split this path condition into the part we can solve, namely simpleP C :
X>=0 & X>Y, and the part we cannot solve1 , namely complexP C : Y=X*X, then we can obtain
a result for the first part that suggests we should use X=0 in the non-linear part. This will
simplify the non-linear side to Y=0. In turn this will lead to a simplified combined constraint of
X>=0 & X>Y & Y=0 which is satisfiable with X=1 and Y=0; which could lead us to believe that S0
is reachable. The problem is that we introduced unsoundness when we ignored the solutions
obtained from the solvable side when using the simplified result from the non-linear side.
We therefore always add extra equality constraints on the solutions that we use to simplify
complexP C . These extra constraints are stored in extraP C . For the example, extraP C is
X=0 and the final constraint becomes X>=0 & X>Y & Y=0 & X=0 which is not satisfiable. The
constraint on the solution for X, namely X=0, that we used to simplify Y=X*X is thus added back
into the final constraint.

5.3 Implementation
We have implemented the mixed concrete-symbolic solving as additional procedures for checking satisfiability of path conditions within SFP. The input required from the user is in the form
of annotations (@Concrete(“true”)), that specify which methods to leave uninterpreted. Another annotation (@Partition(..)) provides a list of conditions that is used in the partitioning
heuristic (as discussed in the example above).
We use Java reflection to perform the actual invocation of the methods during the delayed
execution and simplification of the generated PCs. Using reflection we are able to concretely
execute the external functions on the host VM, without providing a model class using MJI.
Note that our approach works only for the external methods that are pure, side-effect free,
or for methods whose side effects are deemed uninteresting for the analysis (e.g. printing
statements). All the other methods still need models. Using this technique we were able to
analyze software that could not be analyzed before with “classical symbolic execution”, such as
components from Tactical Separation Assisted Flight Environment and Apollo Lunar autopilot
(see [45] for details on the heuristics and the experiments).

6 Symbolic String Analysis

The widespread use of web-based interfaces have resulted in a greater need for the validation
of various string inputs to ensure better security. However, classic testing approaches, such as
guided black-box and random testing are not capable of reliably detecting malicious inputs,
simply because the domain of string inputs is too large. For this reason, SPF has been extended
to enable symbolic reasoning over strings.
Consider function site_exec in Figure 11: its purpose is to receive and execute remote commands and if the command extracted from the input contains the substring “%n”, a run-time
exception is thrown. This example, although very simple, illustrates a typical code injection
scenario; the example is taken from [29] and is based on a real error [13]. An input string s1
triggers the run-time exception if it satisfies the following constraints (s2 and i2 are auxiliary
variables):
1

Assuming here our solver cannot deal with non-linear integer arithmetic
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

public static void site_exec(String cmd) {
String result, path = "/home/ftp/bin";
int j, sp = cmd.indexOf(’ ’);
if (sp == -1) {
j = cmd.lastIndexOf(’/’);
result = cmd.substring(j);
} else {
j = cmd.lastIndexOf(’/’, sp);
result = cmd.substring(j);
}
if (result.length() + path.length() > 32) {
// buffer overflow
return;
}
String buf = path + result;
if (buf.contains("%n")) {
throw new RuntimeException("THREAT");
}
}

Fig. 11 Example of code injection

∧
∧
∧
∧
∧

s1.indexOf(’ ’) = i1
s1.lastIndexOf(’/’) ≥ 0
s1.lastIndexOf(’/’) = i2
s1.substring(i2) = s2
s2.length() < 19
s2.contains("%n")

We refer to the last constraint as a (pure) string constraint, because it involves only string
variables and constants. The second to last constraint, on the other hand, is a (pure) integer
constraint, since s2.length is in essence an integer variable and 19 is an integer constant (19
comes from 32 - path.length()). The first three constraints are mixed (integer and string)
constraints. This classification is important, because typically different off-the-shelf decision
procedures and constraint solvers are required to handle string vs. numeric constraints. In fact
many of the current solutions to symbolic execution for strings either consider a limited set of
string-integer interactions [14, 56, 60, 67] or none at all [35, 28].

6.1 String Graphs
To handle constraints from mixed numeric and string domains, we construct a constraint
hypergraph [51, pp. 211–212] which we refer to as a string graph. This usually requires the
introduction of auxiliary variables (such as s2 above). Specifically, an integer variable is introduced to represent the length of each of the string variables in the string graph.
Figure 12 shows the string graph for the six constraints discussed above. Variables are
shown as round vertices, constant values as square vertices, and hyperedges as lines that meet
at a black dot. Because the string graph is directed, the vertices connected by a hyperedge
are numbered. For example, the hyperedge in the center of the figure is labeled “substring”
and connects vertices “s1”, “i2”, and “s2”, in that order; it corresponds to the constraint
s1.substring(i2) = s2. The dashed lines are not edges: they merely connect a string variable
with the integer variable that represents its length. In other string graphs, the lengths may,
however, participate directly in constraints.
Note that the constraint s2.length() < 19 does not appear in the string graph. Instead,
n2 < 19 is added to the set of numeric constraints. Other numeric constraints are also gen-
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Fig. 12 Example of a string graph

solve(PathCondition pc)
1 StringGraph sg
2 (pc, sg) := buildStringGraph(pc)
3 boolean sat := false
4 while ¬sat ∧ ¬timeout:
5
(sat, pc, sg) := numericSolver(pc, sg) { Phase I }
6
if sat: (sat, pc, sg) := stringSolver(pc, sg) { Phase II }
7 return sat
buildStringGraph(PathCondition pc)
8 StringGraph sg := ∅
9 for string or mixed constraint c ∈ pc:
10
sg := sg ∪ hyperedge(c)
11 return preprocess(pc, sg)
Fig. 13 String constraint solving algorithm

erated by the string graph. For example, s2.contains("%n") triggers the introduction of the
constraint n2 ≥ 2. Simple heuristics are applied to the string graph during a preprocessing
stage. The preprocessor can often lead to the early (and cheap) conclusion that the constraints
are unsatisfiable. For example, given the constraints s1.equals(s2), the preprocessor would
merge the vertices for s1 and s2, and merge all their edges accordingly. Or, given constraints
such as s3.equals(s4), s4.equals(s5), and !s5.equals(s3), the preprocessor can conclude
immediately that the constraints are unsatisfiable.
The string graph allows us to easily split the PC into: (a) purely numeric constraints, and
(b) string and mixed string-numeric constraints. We then use an iterative two-phase approach:
In phase I the numeric constraints are solved and the candidate solutions are temporarily
placed in the string graph. In phase II we use one of two techniques (based on either bitvectors
or automata; discussed below) to solve the string and mixed constraints. If they are satisfiable,
solutions are generated for the string and numeric variables and symbolic execution can then
proceed to the next instruction. Otherwise, new numeric constraints are generated based on
the unsatisfiable constraints and we return to phase I. The algorithm is outlined in Figure 13.
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6.2 The Bitvector-based Approach
After the completion of phase I, candidate lengths for all of the string variables are known. This
makes a straightforward translation to bitvectors possible, where each character is represented
by 8 (in the case of ASCII) or 16–32 (in the case of Unicode) bits. Verbosity is still a problem:
a constraint such as s1.contains(s2) and the candidate integer solutions n1 = 5 and n2 = 2,
produce the following bitvector constraints:
∨
∨
∨

s1[0]=s2[0] ∧ s1[1]=s2[1]
s1[1]=s2[0] ∧ s1[2]=s2[1]
s1[2]=s2[0] ∧ s1[3]=s2[1]
s1[3]=s2[0] ∧ s1[4]=s2[1]

We use Z3 [42] for satisfiability checking, but it is a simple step to adjust the translation
for other SMT solvers that are capable of deciding bitvector constraints.

6.3 The Automata-based Approach
In the automata approach, we leverage the automata package of the Java String Analyzer
(JSA) [14]. Each string variable is represented by a separate finite state automaton, which
initially accepts the universal language (the regular expression “·∗”). Once again, iteration is
used: each of the string and mixed constraints is taken in turn, and the automata are adjusted
to comply with the constraint. For instance, if M1 = (·∗) and M2 = (·∗) are the automata for
string variables s1 and s2, respectively, the constraint s1.startsWith("abc") will effect the
change M1 = (abc·∗), and the constraint s2.endsWith(s1) will effect the change M2 = (·∗abc·∗).
After one pass over the constraints is completed, each automaton accepts the same language
or a smaller language. This guarantees that, after a finite number of such passes, the automata
converge to a fixed value. At this point, all of the automata satisfy all of the constraints, and
unless one or more automata are empty, the automata describe the solutions to the set of
constraints.
There is one important caveat to this seemingly simple approach: it is impossible to encode inequalities such as !s1.equals(s2) in this way. They are therefore postponed until the
automata have converged, when they are handled by a special post-processing phase, that operates much like a SAT solver. More details about this can be found in Gideon Redelinghuys’s
thesis [49].

6.4 Implementation and Evaluation
We extended SPF to accommodate string operations as part of path conditions, added code to
manipulate string graphs, added translations from string constraints to Z3, and implemented
our automata-based solver, which is based on Java String Analyzer (JSA) [14]. Although
this represents a significant amount of work, the new code fits smoothly into the existing
architecture of SPF, and the new functionality is transparently available to users.
The largest example we analyzed with the system is a piece of industrial code from the
mobile communications domain which actually caused a system with millions of users to go
down for hours. The problem occurs when sanitizing input strings in HTML format. Essentially, a very unlikely sequence of characters forces the program to go into an infinite loop that
allocates new objects on every iteration, thus exhausting available memory and crashing the
JVM. In the field this error crashed one server after another as a user issued the same service
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request to the system, over and over. We took the code “as-is” without any modifications and
just inserted a check for when the infinite loop was entered. In a matter of seconds the tool
found an input sequence that causes the error. The code we analyzed was 311 lines and it
required 109 iterations between integer and string solving (using bitvectors) to find the error.
We also did an extensive analysis on using both back-ends, and interestingly found that
although there are differences, in the end other factors play a much bigger role than the
back-end engine. For example, better pre-processing or more precise constraints being derived
during string analysis to narrow the search in the integer space, have a bigger influence than
the back-end system being used (again see [49] for more details).

7 Extensions and Applications

As a testament to the usability and extensibility of SPF we describe here several recent interesting analyses that have been integrated with SPF. Other approaches that build upon SPF,
such as parallel symbolic execution [65], load testing [78], memoised symbolic execution [74]
and concolic testing [31] are described elsewhere (see references).

7.1 Extensions
7.1.1 CORAL: Meta-heuristic Solving for Complex Mathematical Constraints

As we already described, the application of symbolic execution to automatic test generation
involves two steps: first, generating the constraints on the input variables that must hold for
particular paths to be executed (the path conditions); second, solving the constraints to give
particular test vectors involving concrete values for the input variables.
For constraints on integer and boolean variables there are many implementations of capable constraint solvers. But in some domains the path constraints often include floating
point variables and complex mathematical functions (for example, trigonometric and other
transcendental functions). These types of constraints are especially common in cyber-physical
systems, such as those that arise in aerospace, automotive, and medical systems. The choices
for solvers (especially solvers still under active development) are generally more limited and
the solvers themselves are unable to solve many of the more complex constraints that occur
in the domains’ software.
For these reasons SPF has recently been integrated with the CORAL meta-heuristic
solver [63]. CORAL is a “meta” constraint solver – it sits on top of one or more traditional
constraint solvers and applies search heuristics in order to solve more complex constraints than
the underlying constraint solvers can solve by themselves. In its current version, CORAL uses
particle swarm optimization to guide the underlying constraint solvers in generating successive
families of solution candidates. Experience has shown that these candidates will often converge
to constraint solutions even when the underlying solvers have difficulty. See [63] and [7] for
more details on CORAL’s operation.
CORAL has been integrated with SPF through SPF’s generic decision procedure interface.
SPF has been designed to make this a relatively simple operation – it only requires the creation
of wrapper classes that translate between SPF’s constraint and solution representations and
CORAL’s. SPF then allows CORAL to be specified as the desired constraint solver through
a run-time configuration file.
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7.2 Architecture For Reuse
Calls to a decision procedure or constraint solver are expensive, and it makes sense to avoid
them whenever possible. One obvious solution is to reuse previously calculated results, and
this is commonly done within one run of a symbolic analysis [10]. But this basic idea can be
generalized to great effect. Reuse can occur between different analysis of the same program,
different analysis of different programs, different runs of different systems, and between different users. For this idea to work effectively, it is important that queries and their results are
standardized. Moreover, reuse occurs at two levels: not only are previous operations stored
and reused, but the sometimes complicated code to manipulate the queries is centralized to
be shared by systems.
At the core of this approach is the Green tool [72]. It is independent of JPF/SPF to make
it available for integration in many different systems. It allows clients to register components,
such as decision procedures, constraint solvers, and model counters. After this configuration,
clients construct problem instances by building expressions akin to SPF’s path conditions.
Internally, Green tool slices the expressions to remove redundant information, canonizes the
expressions to obtain a normal form (when possible), and manages a database that caches the
result of queries. The components that transform the expressions and communicate with the
database are also configurable.
At the moment Green provides a default slicer and canonizer that are targeted to linear
integer arithmetic constraints. A default store is provided for caching results in a network
of Redis servers [50, 53], and there is support for CVC3 [5] and Choco [66] as both decision
procedures and constraint solvers, and for LattE [24, 40, 37] as a model counter. Work is underway to support a wider range of decision procedures and to extend the slicer and canonizer
for more general constraints. It is easy to see how this framework can be extended to support
mixed constraints (as described in Section 5), string constraints (Section 6), and even features
such as concurrent distributed constraint solving.
If a system does not need a feature, the component can be omitted. For symbolic execution
using CVC3 for example, only the translator from SPF path conditions to Green expressions
needed to be custom written. Modifying SPF to use Green instead of its traditional decision
procedure infrastructure, took 16 hours of work. Similarly, to integrate it into a Dynamic
Symbolic Execution system took 1.5 hours. In both cases the integration was done by people
other than the main developers of the respective tools. We believe this illustrates that the
integration is quite manageable and for tool developers it might be even easier.

7.3 Applications
7.3.1 Directed Incremental Symbolic Execution

The goal of Directed Incremental Symbolic Execution (DiSE) is to leverage symbolic execution
and static analyses in synergy to enable more efficient symbolic execution of programs as they
evolve [46]. The path conditions computed by DiSE characterize the differences in program
behaviors between two related program versions. The program instructions whose execution
may lead to the generation of affected path conditions are termed as “affected locations” or
“affected instructions”. Standard static analysis techniques using control and data dependencies are used to identify program instructions in the source code that define program variables
relevant to changes in the program. These instructions are marked as affected. Conditional
branch instructions that use those variables, or are themselves affected by the changes, are
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also identified as affected. The information generated by the static analysis is used to direct
symbolic execution to explore only the parts of the programs affected by the changes, potentially avoiding a large number of unaffected execution paths. DiSE generates, as output, path
conditions only on conditional branch instructions that use variables affected by the change
or are otherwise affected by the changes.
DiSE is implemented on top of SPF. For the examples used in our case-study, DiSE consistently explores fewer states and takes less time to generate fewer path conditions compared to
standard symbolic execution when the changes affect only a subset of the program execution
paths. This demonstrates the effectiveness of DiSE in terms of reducing the cost of symbolic
execution of evolving software. Furthermore, we apply the results of DiSE to test case selection
and augmentation to demonstrate the utility of such an analysis. The DiSE extension is available through a mercurial repository: http://babelfish.arc.nasa.gov/hg/jpf/jpf-regression
7.3.2 JPF Continuity

JPF Continuity [9] is another application of SPF to cyber-physical systems. In this extension,
SPF is applied to the problem of analyzing continuity and robustness properties of floating
point software. This is an area which has begun to receive more attention as high-reliability
cyber-physical systems become more common and their software becomes more complex.
The question addressed here is, “how smoothly does the software’s behavior change when
its inputs vary?” Many of these cyber-physical systems either require their behavior to be
smooth or to have their discontinuities be well understood. The JPF Continuity extension to
SPF seeks to identify those regions of the input space which are discontinuous because of the
software’s control structure.
JPF Continuity builds on SPF by analyzing both pairs of path conditions (instead of single
path conditions) and their associated pairs of computations (called “path functions”). It first
identifies so-called “boundary constraints” on the inputs which cause the software to switch
from one execution path to another. It then analyzes the functions computed along each path
to determine which boundary inputs give rise to discontinuous or non-robust behavior.
7.3.3 Probabilistic Symbolic Execution

Symbolic execution typically only uses the fact that a path is either feasible or infeasible.
However, one can also consider that a path condition will be satisfied with a certain probability,
i.e. add meaning to the values between 0 (infeasible) and 1 (all probability values besides 0
indicate feasible behavior). The probabilistic symbolic execution (probsym) extension to SPF
allows the calculation of path probabilities [24]. The approach involves counting the number of
solutions to a path condition using LattE [37] under the assumption that the input values are
uniformly distributed in given finite input domains. The extension is implemented as a Listener
that is triggered whenever a branch is found to be feasible during symbolic execution. When
triggered it conceptually calculates the probability by dividing the number of solutions to the
current path condition over the size of the input domain of all variables. In practice however
the complete path condition can be very large and thus one first slices the path condition to
only obtain the part that is used to determine if the current condition is feasible. However,
that then also means one can only calculate conditional probabilities that just state what the
odds are of taking the current branch (without considering the previous branches). One must
calculate the complete path probability by multiplying all conditional probabilities along the
path. Slicing the path condition also reduces the cost of symbolic execution (since it means
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a smaller path condition needs to be checked for feasibility) and therefore is also part of the
Solver architecture discussed in Section 7.2.
In [24] the probabilities are used to show how errors can be found by using the notion of
the least likely paths through the code, how the chances of obtaining coverage can sometimes
decrease and sometimes increase when input ranges are varied and lastly, how one can use the
probabilities for fault localization.
We are currently investigating a related approach that performs reliability analysis for a
Java program [23], based on a usage profile which specifies a probability distribution on the
program inputs. The approach handles both concurrency and input data structures and it
further reports a confidence measure for the results. Furthermore, while the approach in [24]
computes probabilities “on-the-fly”, the reliability analysis is decoupled from the symbolic
execution.

8 Related Work

Our work is related to the large body of work on white-box test-case generation and static
analysis, but we focus here on the more closely related works. Symbolic execution was introduced in the 70s [15, 36] and it has since been explored in many ways [8, 16, 20, 21, 22, 33,
54, 44, 62, 68, 71, 73, 61, 55, 38] in the context of test case generation and software error
detection.
The Extended Static Checker (ESC) [22] uses a static analysis to verify partial correctness
of Java classes. Although our focus here was on test case generation and error detection, we
can also use SPF to check light-weight properties in a way similar to ESC.
Symstra [73] uses a specialized symbolic execution over numeric data to generate test
sequences for (sequential) Java containers. We have provided here a general framework for the
symbolic execution of arbitrary Java bytecode. Symclat is an experimental implementation of
symbolic execution in JPF that was developed in the context of an empirical case study [18].
Similar to SPF, Symclat overrode the bytecode interpretation in JPF, but it does not use
attributes or the instruction factory, and is limited to handling integer symbolic inputs. Our
previous tool, JPF–SE [1] performed symbolic execution by program instrumentation, which
incurred significant interpretation over-head and was not fully automated. Bogor/Kiasan [19,
21] is similar to JPF–SE [1], and proposes a more efficient “lazier” approach to handling
symbolic data structures (with respect to null objects). A formal treatment of lazy initialization
is also provided in [21].
Dynamic symbolic execution or concolic testing [11, 25, 57] is an analysis technique that
performs a concrete execution on random inputs and collects the path constraints along the
executed path. These path constraints are then used to compute new inputs that drive the
program along alternative paths. Unlike SPF, the approaches described in [11, 25, 57] use code
instrumentation and don’t use model checking, which we use for analyzing multithreading
systematically. We remark that one could implement concolic execution in our framework by
performing the concrete operations along with the symbolic ones; in fact some JPF extension
projects already do that, e.g., [31].
We have already mentioned the close relationship between our work on mixed concretesymbolic solving and dynamic symbolic execution as implemented in e.g. DART [25] or EXE
[11] and many other tools that implement the DART algorithm, such as CUTE [57, 58],
PEX [67], and SAGE [26]. All these tools have the ability to fall back on concrete run-time
values when “classical” symbolic execution would fail, i.e. when the decision procedure can
not handle the complex mathematical constraints that are generated or when analyzing code
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that uses native or external libraries. In [45] we provide a direct comparison between SPF
with mixed concrete-symbolic execution approach and DART and EXE tools on the example
in Figure 9. It turns out that DART and SPF cover all the program statements while EXE
does not; the example also shows that DART and EXE do not cover all the paths through the
code, while SPF does.
Using the example in Figure 9, DART starts execution by generating random values for
inputs. If the concrete value v of x satisfies X>0, then DART can easily generate a value for y
that is equal to hash(v) (known at run-time). If v does not satisfy X>0, then DART performs
an extra iteration where it first solves X>0 and sets the value of x to the solution. DART then
re-executes the program and finds a value for y that is equal to the run-time value of hash(x).
By first picking randomly and then fixing the value of x, DART can drive the execution of
test through different program paths.
EXE takes a much simpler approach. To check P C : X>0 & Y=hash(X), EXE first generates
a solution for the “simple”, solvable part of the P C , X>0, and uses the solution to compute
hash(1)=10. From that point on, the value of input “x” is fixed to be 1, and it will not change
for the rest of the execution. The final PC generated is X>0 & Y=10 which is satisfiable. While
this approach may work very well in practice, it fixes some symbolic inputs to concrete values,
which may be overly restrictive. EXE therefore may miss covering some large parts of the code
under analysis. DART solves this problem by re-execution. Note however that some paths (e.g.,
“S0, S4”) remain uncovered, due to divergence [25].
In contrast, SPF with mixed concrete-symbolic solving uses uninterpreted functions to represent calls to unknown or complex functions during symbolic execution. Whenever symbolic
execution needs to decide feasibility of alternate paths, we first solve the simple part of the
PC, then use those values to concretize hash, and we finally solve again the path condition
that was thus simplified. Note that unlike DART, SPF does not use the run-time values of
program variables but instead it uses the solutions of the collected constraints. As a result
SPF may use different concrete values along the same symbolic path; this would correspond
to multiple concrete paths in DART. Note however that the two techniques are incomparable
in power [45]. Let us remark that while the rather detailed discussion here shows some of
the benefits of our technique, it is not intended to serve as a thorough comparison between
different approaches. Rather it illustrates the limitations of existing techniques and indicates
the need for future heuristics that can better deal with the challenges of handling external
calls or complex mathematical computations.
The KLEE [10] symbolic execution engine is the follow-on tool to EXE; it no longer uses
concrete values when invoking external libraries, but instead it uses models of external (unknown or unanalyzable) functions. This allows the analysis to stay completely symbolic, rather
than concretizing inputs for functions that cannot be analyzed. Note that such a modeling
approach is standard practice in software model checking. The approach however requires
considerable manual effort.
Extensibility is a key difference between KLEE and our approach. The JPF framework provides different extensibility mechanisms through listeners, instruction factories, search strategies, etc. Using these extensibility mechanisms, SPF can be easily extended to support new
algorithms. KLEE in its current form is not engineered to support extensibility in an unobtrusive manner. Furthermore, adding new constraint solvers is fairly straightforward in the SPF
framework, while in KLEE there is no well-defined interface through which new constraint
solvers or decision procedures can be added. Other tools that build on top of KLEE tend to
take a snapshot of KLEE and make changes as needed. Examples are KLOVER [38], which
provides support for symbolically analyzing C++ code and KLEE-FP [17] which reasons about
equivalence between floating point operations in different C programs.
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Symbolic string analysis is an active area of research. There are three main axes of comparison with related work: a graph-like representation of constraints, interaction between integer,
string, and mixed constraints, and the use of automata or bitvectors. Several tools make use
of some form of graph representation, but in most cases it is only peripheral. The approach
of Hooimeijer and Weimer is closest to ours, but it does not include integer variables in the
graph representation [27, 28]. Most other tools offer no (or very limited) support for the interaction between integer and string or mixed constraints; one exception is Kudzu [56] (for
JavaScript) which uses an iterative strategy somewhat similar to our own. Lastly, the field is
quite evenly divided between tools that use automata [14, 27, 28, 59, 60, 76, 77] and those
that use bitvectors [34, 35, 56, 6, 67, 69]. As far as we know, we are unique in using both.

9 Conclusions

We have described Symbolic PathFinder, a tool that combines symbolic execution with model
checking and constraint solving for the automated error detection and test case generation
for Java bytecode programs. We have highlighted some of the techniques that are built into
SPF to handle complex mathematical constraints, external library calls and symbolic string
analysis. To demonstrate SPF’s usability and extensibility, we further described a diversity
of applications that have been recently integrated in SPF. The tool is open-source and it is
being used and extended in many projects in industry and academia. SPF is under active
development and plans for the near future include: extending support for input arrays with
unspecified size and with non-primitive data, more scalable analysis of concurrent programs
via partial evaluation and compositional techniques, and more sophisticated handling of loops.
We are also working on leveraging SPF for automated testing of Android applications [41] and
for security [47] and reliability [23] software analysis.
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